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Share, Big Bear, Share!
Depicting kids' favorite scenes from "Green Eggs and Ham," these sturdy jigsaw
puzzles are housed in a case with neat storage containers to keep the pieces in
one place. Includes four 24-piece jigsaw puzzles and a 16-page activity guide. Full
color. Consumable.

Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
Tongue twisters abound in this classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book! "Bed Spreaders
spread spreads on beds. Bread Spreaders spread butter on breads. And that Bed
Spreader better watch out how he's spreading . . . or that Bread Spreader's sure
going to butter his bedding." This riotous collection weaves together a wonderment
of words designed to twist the lips. Wordsmiths and beginning readers will love Oh
Say Can You Say? and treasure tackling these tangled tongue teasers. Originally
created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by
themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.

McElligot's Pool
Pairs of rhyming words are used in simple sentences to help beginning readers
understand the use of words and phrases.

I Am Sam-I-Am
Max's wife, Deborah, is about to have her baby, and the Saddle Club girls are
keeping her company before she goes to the hospital. Stevie, Carole, and Lisa all
recount—in their own words—what their lives were like before horses, and how
they've never been the same since. When the last tale has wound down, Deborah
realizes that the baby is about to arrive.

Green Eggs and Ham
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"Would you like Green eggs or ham?" Not this Vegan Brontosaurus! In this funny
Dr. Seuss Parody Pam-I-Am tries to convince Valen, a Vegan dinosaur, to eat green
eggs or ham. Come along with Valen and enjoy the fun! This book is a great way to
introduce compassionate living to children of all ages through fun illustrations and
rhyme.

Green Eggs and Ham: A Magnetic Play Book
The laugh-out-loud classic from the iconic Dr. Seuss that inspired the Netflix series
– now available in ebook, with hilarious read-along narration performed by
outstanding comic talent, Adrian Edmondson. Enjoy this rhyming roller-coaster ride
of mayhem anytime, anywhere!

How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Read & Listen Edition
Imagination runs wild in this Caldecott Honor-winning tale featuring Dr. Seuss's
inimitable voice and hysterical illustrations. The first Seuss title to feature full-color
art on every other page, this adventurous picture book tells of Marco-who first
imagined an extraordinary parade in And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Streetas he daydreams of all the possibilities that await him while he fishes in McElligot's
Pool. Optimistic and exciting, this tale is the perfect bait, and readers young and
old will be hooked on this fish-tastic favorite.

Are You My Mother?
This classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book features silly tongue twisters that will have
readers of all ages giggling with glee. When a fox in socks meets Knox in a box,
you know that hilarity will ensue. Add chicks with bricks (and blocks and clocks)
and you're sure to get your words twisted and lips locked. With his unmistakable
gift for rhyme, Dr. Seuss creates a hysterical and energetic way for beginning
readers to dive into the joy of reading. This book comes with the following warning:
“This is a book you READ ALOUD to find out just how smart your tongue is. The first
time you read it, don't go fast! This Fox is a tricky fox. He'll try to get your tongue
in trouble.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to
read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their
meaning.

The Cat in the Hat
Enhanced with bold illustrations, stickers, and lift-the-flaps, a board book offers
youngsters an interactive version of the classic Dr. Seuss tale about Sam's crazy
adventure surrounding an unusual meal.

The Vanishing Pumpkin
The classic book on phonics--the method of teaching recommended by the U.S.
Department of Education. Contains complete materials and instructions on
teaching children to read at home.
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Information Privacy Law
'Scientists labelled fat the enemy . . . they were wrong.' Time magazine We've
been told for years that eating fat is bad for us, that it is a primary cause of high
blood pressure, heart disease and obesity. The Real Meal Revolution debunks this
lie and shows us the way back to restored health through eating what human
beings are meant to eat. This book will radically transform your life by showing you
clearly, and easily, how to take control of not just your weight, but your overall
health, too - through what you eat. And you can eat meat, seafood, eggs, cheese,
butter, nuts . . . often the first things to be prohibited or severely restricted on
most diets. This is Banting, or Low-Carb, High-Fat (LCHF) eating, for a new
generation, solidly underpinned by years of scientific research and by now
incontrovertible evidence. This extraordinary book, already a phenomenal
bestseller, overturns the conventional dietary wisdom of recent decades that
placed carbohydrates at the base of the supposedly healthy-eating pyramid and
that has led directly to a worldwide epidemic of obesity and diabetes. Both a
startling revelation, and as old as humanity itself, it offers a truly revolutionary
approach to healthy eating that explodes the myth, among others, that cholesterol
is bad for us. This is emphatically not just another unsustainable, quick-fix diet or a
fad waiting to be forgotten, but a long-delayed return to the way human beings are
supposed to eat. The Real Meal Revolution is an ebook which maintains the design
of the book, and as a result will not display correctly on some basic reading
devices.

Jim Henson
The Sharing Knife Volume Two
Cook up your own stories about the characters from Dr. Seuss's Green Eggs and
Ham using the nine magnets that come with this book! With six magnetized pages
showing different locales from Green Eggs and Ham, and nine magnets featuring
characters from the book and (of course) green eggs and ham, kids can act out the
story of Sam-I-Am--or make up a new story--every time they open the book!
Perfect for encouraging creative playtime, the magnets come packaged in a
reclosable case attached to the sturdy hardcover--keeping everything handy at
home or on the go!

Green Eggs and Ham [60th Birthday Edition]
Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this classic picture bookbut
don't forget to clean up your mess! A dreary day turns into a wild romp when this
beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the Hat and his troublemaking
friends, Thing 1 and Thing 2. A favorite among kids, parents and teachers, this
story uses simple words and basic ryhme to encourage and delight beginning
readers. Then he said "That is that." And then he was gone With a tip of his hat.
Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to
read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on
their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large
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format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these
portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents
too! “Pretty much all the stuff you need to know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President Barack
Obama

Do You Like Green Eggs and Ham?
This irresistible retelling of the Gingerbread Man by Jim Aylesworth and illustrated
by Barbara McClintock is a perfect treat for cookie lovers everywhere.

Green Eggs and Ham
This Dr. Seuss classic starring Sam-I-Am will have readers of all ages craving Green
Eggs and Ham! And don’t miss the new series adaption of Green Eggs and Ham
now available on Netflix – featuring the voice talents of Michael Douglas, Diane
Keaton, Daveed Diggs, and more! “Do you like green eggs and ham?” asks Sam-Iam in this Beginner Book by Dr. Seuss. In a house or with a mouse? In a boat or
with a goat? On a train or in a tree? Sam keeps asking persistently. With
unmistakable characters and signature rhymes, Dr. Seuss’s beloved favorite has
cemented its place as a children’s classic. In this most famous of cumulative tales,
the list of places to enjoy green eggs and ham, and friends to enjoy them with,
gets longer and longer. Follow Sam-I-am as he insists that this unusual treat is
indeed a delectable snack to be savored everywhere and in every way. Originally
created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by
themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
"Pretty much all the stuff you need to know is in Dr. Seuss." —President Barack
Obama

No Green Eggs Or Ham
Dr. Seuss's classic "Green Eggs and Ham" is now interactive for babies and
toddlers--in time to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the original publication. This
irresistible board book sports a plastic green egg for little ones to squeeze and
spin. Full color.

Hop on Pop
A rabbit wonders and then discovers what grows undergound.

Oh, Say Can You Say?
When David Shannon was five years old, he wrote and illustrated his first book. On
every page were these words: NO, DAVID! . . . and a picture of David doing things
he was not supposed to do. Now David is all grown up. But some things never
change. . . . Over fifteen years after its initial publication, NO, DAVID! remains a
perennial household favorite, delighting children, parents, and teachers alike.
David is a beloved character, whose unabashed good humor, mischievous smile,
and laughter-inducing antics underline the love parents have for their
children--even when they misbehave.
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Before They Rode Horses
A seven-hundred-year-old woman and an eight-hundred-year-old man question a
ghoul, a rapscallion, a varmint, and a wizard in their search for a missing
Halloween pumpkin.

Drama
#1 New York Times Bestseller The creator of the 100 Days of Real Food blog draws
from her hugely popular website to offer simple, affordable, family-friendly recipes
and practical advice for eliminating processed foods from your family's diet.
Inspired by Michael Pollan's In Defense of Food, Lisa Leake decided her family's
eating habits needed an overhaul. She, her husband, and their two small girls
pledged to go 100 days without eating highly processed or refined foods—a
challenge she opened to readers on her blog. Now, she shares their story, offering
insights and cost-conscious recipes everyone can use to enjoy wholesome natural
food—whole grains, fruits and vegetables, seafood, locally raised meats, natural
juices, dried fruit, seeds, popcorn, natural honey, and more. Illustrated with 125
photographs and filled with step-by-step instructions, this hands-on cookbook and
guide includes: Advice for navigating the grocery store and making smart
purchases Tips for reading ingredient labels 100 quick and easy recipes for such
favorites as Homemade Chicken Nuggets, Whole Wheat Pasta with Kale Pesto
Cream Sauce, and Cinnamon Glazed Popcorn Meal plans and suggestions for kidpleasing school lunches, parties, and snacks "Real Food" anecdotes from the
Leakes' own experiences A 10-day mini starter-program, and much more.

Green Eggs and Ham
In this sweet, rhyming board book, based on the Dr. Seuss classic "Greena Eggs
and Ham, " Sam-I-Am shares the story of how he persuades his friend to try green
eggs and ham. Full color.

Green Eggs and Ham
Rhyming verses catalogue a profusion of amusing, unusual, imaginative, and
incredible things that can be thought about.

Green Eggs & Ham
Fox in Socks
The Seventh Edition of Information Privacy Law has been revised to include the
California Consumer Privacy Act, the GDPR, Carpenter, state biometric data laws,
and many other new developments. A clear, comprehensive, and cutting-edge
introduction to the field of information privacy law, Information Privacy Law
contains the latest cases and materials exploring issues of emerging technology
and information privacy, and the extensive background information and authorial
guidance provide clear and concise introductions to various areas of law. New to
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the Seventh Edition: Additional Coverage or updates to: California Consumer
Privacy Act Carpenter v. United States General Data Protection Regulation State
biometric data laws New FTC enforcement actions, including Facebook Professors
and students will benefit from: Extensive coverage of FTC privacy enforcement,
HIPAA and HHS enforcement, standing in privacy lawsuits, among other topics.
Chapters devoted exclusively to data security, national security, employment
privacy, and education privacy. Sections on government surveillance and freedom
to explore ideas. Extensive coverage of the NSA and the Snowden revelations and
the ensuing regulation. Engaging approach to complicated laws and regulations
such as HIPAA, FCRA, ECPA, GDPR, and CCPA.

The Gingerbread Man
Big Bear's forest friends eye his berries hungrily, but he doesn't notice as he digs
into his delicious snack. When the old oak tree says, "Share, Big Bear, share," he
thinks the tree has said, "Hair, Big Bear, hair!" One comical scene follows another
as Big Bear keeps misunderstanding the old oak tree's message until things finally
get sorted out. Whimsical illustrations highlight the humor in this gentle story
about the importance of sharing something special with friends.

MOB Kitchen
In what is widely hailed as the best of his many novels, Charles Bukowski details
the long, lonely years of his own hardscrabble youth in the raw voice of alter ego
Henry Chinaski. From a harrowingly cheerless childhood in Germany through acneriddled high school years and his adolescent discoveries of alcohol, women, and
the Los Angeles Public Library's collection of D. H. Lawrence, Ham on Rye offers a
crude, brutal, and savagely funny portrait of an outcast's coming-of-age during the
desperate days of the Great Depression.

Why Johnny Can't Read?
Recipes inspired by the characters and stories of Dr. Seuss.

The Real Meal Revolution
One of the Guardian's Best Books on Food of 2017 Shortlisted for the Fortnum and
Mason's Debut Food Book Award Winner of World Gourmand Award for Food
Writing. 'A work of rare joy I could not love it more' SARAH PERRY. 'A cookbook for
readers' NIGELLA LAWSON. Paddington Bear's marmalade, a Neopolitan pizza with
Elena Ferrante, afternoon tea at Manderley Here are 100 delicious recipes inspired
by cookery writer Kate Young's well-stocked bookshelves. From Before Noon
breakfasts and Around Noon lunches to Family Dinners and Midnight Feasts, The
Little Library Cookbook captures the magic and wonder of the meals enjoyed by
some of our best-loved fictional characters. 'If food can comfort, so can books' THE
GUARDIAN. 'Bringing together two of our greatest loves, food and books An
absolute joy' STYLIST. 'Has great charm and is a very good read Part of the delight
is in seeing what Young has come up with' DIANA HENRY.
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Dr. Seuss's Beginner Book Collection
A five-year-old boy searches high and low for his missing dinosaur, and the people
he asks for help do not believe such a creature actually exists.

Green Eggs and Ham Cookbook
From Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times bestselling, multiple Eisner Awardwinning author of Smile and Sisters! Callie loves theater. And while she would
totally try out for her middle school's production of Moon over Mississippi, she can't
really sing. Instead she's the set designer for the drama department's stage crew,
and this year she's determined to create a set worthy of Broadway on a middleschool budget. But how can she, when she doesn't know much about carpentry,
ticket sales are down, and the crew members are having trouble working together?
Not to mention the onstage AND offstage drama that occurs once the actors are
chosen. And when two cute brothers enter the picture, things get even crazier!

What Grows Underground?
Count and explore the zany world and words of Seuss in this classic picture book!
From counting to opposites to Dr. Seuss's signature silly rhymes, this book has
everything a beginning reader needs! Meet the bumpy Wump and the singing Ying,
and even the winking Yink who drinks pink ink. The silly rhymes and colorful cast of
characters will have every child giggling from morning to night. From near to far
from here to there, funny things are everywhere. Originally created by Dr. Seuss
himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed
hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple
words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books
like The Lorax and Oh, the Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect
for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too! “Pretty much all the stuff
you need to know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President Barack Obama

100 Days of Real Food
Offers five classic Dr. Seuss tales, including the popular story featuring a rainy day
visit by the Cat in the Hat.

The Cat in the Hat
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but the Grinch, who lived
just north of Who-ville, did NOT!” Not since “’Twas the night before Christmas” has
the beginning of a Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. No holiday
season is complete without the Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and all the residents of
Who-ville, in this heartwarming story about the effects of the Christmas spirit on
even the smallest and coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling,
the Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the perfect gift for young
and old. This Read & Listen edition contains audio narration.

One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish
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Having taken the social media world by storm with his 1-minute, how-to-make
recipe videos, MOB Kitchen founder Ben Lebus is revitalising home-cooking with
delicious, easy and accessible dishes that absolutely anyone can cook, all on a
budget. This, the first MOB kitchen cookbook, contains all the inspiration you need
to make budget meals to impress your friends and family, any time. Each recipe is
designed to feed four people for under £10. His mission is to mob-ilise cooks
everywhere, young or old, and to inspire them to cook delicious, nutritious and
inexpensive recipes. From Asian-flavoured spaghetti meatballs to the ultimate
homemade falafel pittas, every base is covered, whether your mob is vegan,
vegetarian, meat-loving or health obsessed. The core element of every MOB
Kitchen recipe is that it is affordable, healthy, delicious, beautiful and easily to
make. Unlike most budget cooking sites, MOB Kitchen doesn’t make any absurd
store-cupboard assumptions. All that is expected is that you have salt, pepper,
olive oil and a small budget, nothing more. Teaming up with musicians, as online,
each recipe has a song that’s perfect to play as you cook and can be accessed
directly through Spotify. Chapters include: Brunch MOB, Healthy MOB, Speedy
MOB, Flashy MOB, No-fuss MOB and Fakeaway MOB.

Ham On Rye
“A saga of daring deeds and unlikely romance.” —Library Journal One of the most
respected writers in the field of speculative fiction, Lois McMaster Bujold has won
numerous accolades and awards, including the Nebula and Locus Awards as well
as the fantasy and science fiction genre’s most prestigious honor, the Hugo Award
for Best Novel, four times (most recently for Paladin of Souls). With The Sharing
Knife series, Bujold creates a brand new world fraught with peril, and spins an
extraordinary romance between a young farm girl and the brave sorcerer-soldier
entrusted with the defense of the land against a plague of vicious malevolent
beings. Legacy continues the tale of Fawn Bluefield and Dag Redwing Hickory—the
dangerous repercussions of their rebellious marriage and the strengthening of their
love in the face of dark magic—as duty and disaster call the Lakewalker patroller
away from his new bride and toward a peril that could forever alter the lovers and
their world.

The Good Fork Cookbook
For more than 10 years, The Good Fork has been one of Brooklyn’s favorite
restaurants. It’s a neighborhood spot that offers a rare treat in the crowded, slick
New York food scene: a restaurant that feels like home. Chef Sohui Kim and her
husband live down the block, blurring the lines between their kitchen at home and
the restaurant kitchen. The Good Fork Cookbook is packed with Kim’s recipes for
flavorful, globally inspired cuisine that a home cook can make any night of the
week. Her influences and techniques range from French and Italian to American
and Korean, but every dish is comforting, unfussy: Pork Dumplings; Korean-Style
Steak and Eggs with Kimchee Rice and Fried Eggs; Buttermilk Fried Chicken and
Waffles; and more. The Good Fork Cookbook shares the recipes that made The
Good Fork Brooklyn’s favorite mom-and-pop shop.

No, David!
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Sam-I-Am and his Green Eggs and Ham get a brand-new look for their 60th
birthday! The original Dr. Seuss classic that inspired the Netflix series. It's the 60th
birthday of Green Eggs and Ham - and you're invited to the party! The original Dr.
Seuss classic that inspired the Netflix series is now available in this beautiful 60th
birthday celebration paperback. When Sam-I-am pesters a grumpy grouch to eat a
plate of green eggs and ham, we soon find out we can't really know what we like
until we try it! Written using only fifty words, this is the perfect book to introduce
children to the joy of words, reading, and Dr. Seuss, or delight existing fans with
this wonderfu edition of a worldwide favourite. As part of a major rebrand
programme, HarperCollins is relaunching Dr. Seuss's bestselling books, including
such perennial favourites as The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and Ham and Fox in
Socks. In response to consumer demand, the bright new cover designs incorporate
much needed guidance on reading levels, with the standard paperbacks divided
into three reading strands - Blue Back Books for parents to share with young
children, Green Back Books for budding readers to tackle on their own, and Yellow
Back Books for older, more fluent readers to enjoy. Green Eggs and Ham belongs
to the Green Back Books range.

The Little Library Cookbook
A comprehensive portrait of the iconic cultural figure includes coverage of his
Mississippi childhood and college forays into early Muppet TV projects to his years
with Sesame Street and The Muppet Show and his considerable achievements in
non-Muppet productions.

Have You Seen My Dinosaur?
When a mother bird's egg starts to jump, she hurries off to make sure she has
something for her little one to eat, but as soon as she's gone, out pops the baby
bird, who immediately sets off to find his mother with hilarious results. A beloved
classic that was edited by Dr. Seuss.
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